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Everyone Welcome!  Monday May 19th 
New Members Meeting Begins: 6:30 pm.  Location: OMSI Planetarium  

General Meeting 7:30 pm.  Location: OMSI Auditorium  
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Trout Lake Star Party photo above courtesy Michael Minnhaar 

Moon photos below courtesy David Haworth 

Full Moon 
Jun 12 

First Quarter Moon 

Jun 05 
Last Quarter Moon 

May 21 

New Moon 
May 28 

The RCA General Membership meeting on May 19th will feature the Club's annual Astronomy Fair. 

This is an opportunity for members and the general public to learn about the many programs and 

activities of the RCA, as well as participate in hands-on demonstrations and instructions on common 

telescope usage and maintenance.   

   

The event will be held at OMSI and is open to the general public, and especially anyone with an interest 

in learning more about telescopes and astronomy.  Doors open at 7:00 p.m. with activities and 

demonstrations from 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. 

   

The Rose City Astronomers is one of the largest amateur astronomy clubs in the country, with an active 

year-long calendar of observing, lectures and special interest groups.   

 

The Astronomy Fair will also feature a Swap Meet for members to liquidate surplus equipment and 

acquire other stuff. 

 

Officers, program directors and SIG leaders will be on hand to answer 

questions about their activities and  help connect you to whatever advice 

or resources you might need.   

 

 

Here is the schedule for the evening:   

6:30 p.m.  New Member Orientation (Planetarium) 

7:00 p.m. Exhibitors and swap meet start set up (Auditorium) 

7:30 p.m.  Exhibitors and swap meet open (Auditorium) 

7:30 p.m.  Announcements (Auditorium) 

7:45 p.m.  Demonstration: Telescope Collimation (Auditorium: Main Stage)  

7:45 p.m.  Workshop: Intro to Astro-Imaging (Planetarium) 

8:10 p.m. Workshop: Star Party Basics (Planetarium) 

8:20 p.m. Demonstration: Astro-Imaging (Auditorium: Main Stage) 

8:35 p.m. Workshop: SkyTools Software (Planetarium) 

9:00  Meeting Adjourned 

Astronomy Fair and Swap Meet 
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Telescope Workshop  
When:        Saturday, Jun 14th 

 10:00am - 3:00pm 

Location:  Technical Marine Service, Inc.  

 6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island-Portland 

SIG Leader:  John DeLacy 

Assistant:      Don Peckham 

Email: tw-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm  

Astro-Imaging Special Interest Group 

When:  Wednesday, Jun 11th, 7pm  

 

Location: Oak Hills Church,  

 2800 NW 153rd Ave,  Beaverton 

  

SIG Leader: Greg Marshall 

Email: ai-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm 

Astrophysics / Cosmology SIG 
When:        Wednesday, May 21st 

  7:00pm 

Topic:   TBA 

Presented by:  TBA 

Location:  8012 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206 

SIG Leader:  Viktors Berstis 

Email: cosmology-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm  

 Youth Program 

When:  New Classes Started for 2014, more to come. 

Location: Kennedy School 

See http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/youth/youthAA.htm 

for more information or to sign up. 

 

Leader:  Kathy Kornei 

Email: youth@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm 

New Members/Introduction to Astronomy 

When:      Monday, May 19th, 6:30pm 

Location:    OMSI Planetarium 

Topic:   TBD 
  

SIG Leader: Howard Knytych 

Email: newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org 

Downtowners Luncheon 

When:        Friday, Jun 6th, Noon 

Location: McMenamin’s on Broadway,  

1504 NE Broadway, PDX 

SIG Leader: Margaret Campbell-McCrea 

Email: downtown-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm 

Special Interest Groups 

Welcome: 
 

RCA is powered by volunteers.  If you are interested 
in volunteering for a single event or ongoing pro-
gram, contact the RCA program director.  If you have 
some time and skills but aren't sure where we need 
help, contact volunteer@rosecityastronomers.org 
and we'll find something for you to do. To learn 
about public outreach events and volunteer needs, 
check out upcoming events on the RCA Forum. 

We have begun an "Introduction to Astronomy" series of educational and instructional tutorials 
focused on basic astronomy, equipment and observing skills, geared towards beginners wanting 
to learn the fundamentals of astronomical observing and imaging.  Series will be every-other 
month (alternating with New Member Orientation) in the OMSI Planetarium 6:30 - 7:15 p.m. pre-
ceding General Membership Meeting (third Monday of month).  Instructors will be RCA member-

volunteers.  Format will be interactive presentation and lots of time devoted to Q & A.  The next 
tutorial "Introduction to Astro-Imaging" will be on June 16 @ 6:30 presented by Duncan Kitchin.  

Future topics will be based on feedback from New Member Orientation meetings and keeping 
our ears open to what new members and other beginners are asking about. 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/youth/youthAA.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
mailto:volunteer@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/forum/simple/index.php?board=40.0
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/introastro.htm
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RCA Board of Directors 

Elected Officers Name Email Address 

President David Nemo president @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Secretary Duncan Kitchin secretary @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Treasurer Larry Godsey treasurer @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Communications Diana Fredlund media @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Membership Ken Hose membership @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Observing Steve Weiler observing @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Outreach and Education Jim Higgs outreach @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Programming Mark Martin program @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Appointed Directors Name Email Address 

Director, Dark Sky Preservation (IDA) Dawn Nilson ida @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Book Library (Books & Videos) Jan Keiski library @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, New Members Howard Knytych newmembers @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Newsletter (Rosette Gazette) Scott Kindt editor @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Merchandise Sales (Merchandise Sales) Craig Hlady  sales @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Telescope Library (Telescope Library) David Horne telescope @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Youth Program (RCA Youth Program) Kathy Kornei youth @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Other Contacts 

Program / Project / Activity Name Email Address 

Astronomical Imaging Special Interest Group Greg Marshall ai-sig @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Cosmology Special Interest Group Viktors Berstis cosmology-sig @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Downtowners Lunch Special Interest Group Margaret McCrea downtown-sig @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Haggart Observatory Rusty Baumberger haggart @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Magazine Subscriptions (Discount Subscriptions) Larry Godsey magazines @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Observing Site Fund (Site Fund) David Nemo sitefund @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Sister Clubs M McCrea sisterclub @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Starlight Parade Float Sameer Ruiwale starlight @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Telescope Workshop 
John DeLacy 
Don Peckham 

tw-sig @ rosecityastronomers.org 

RCA Member Forum 
Larry Godsey 
David Nemo 

admin @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Webmaster Larry Godsey webmaster @ rosecityastronomers.org 

ALCOR (Astronomical League Coordinator) Ken Hose alcor @ rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.darksky.org/
http://rosecityastronomers.org/library.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/news/index.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sales.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/scopelibrary/index.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/mags/index.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/donate/site.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sister_clubs/index.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/forums.htm
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These are the currently scheduled star parties for the 

Rose City Astronomers club for 2014.  As always, 

these are weather dependent. Star parties may be 

rescheduled or cancelled due to various factors.  Re-

schedules may be found here in the newsletter if 

enough advance notice is given.  All updates will be 

posted to the online calendar and on the forum.  Last 

minute cancellations are handled through the forum 

and it’s email system.  Directions for star party loca-

tions can be found online as well. 

January 

Jan 3 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Jan 4 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Jan 24 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Jan 25 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

February 

Feb 1 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Feb 28/Mar1 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP 

Feb 28 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

March 

Mar 1 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

Mar 8 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Mar 22 (Sat) OMSI Vernal Equinox SP 

Mar 28/29 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP 

Mar 28 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Mar 29 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

April 

Apr 5 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Apr 14 (Sat) OMSI Lunar Eclipse SP 

Apr 19 (Sat) OMSI Planet Parade SP 

Apr 25/26 (Fri-Sat) Camp Hancock 

Apr 25 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Apr 26 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

May 

May 10 (Sat) OMSI Astronomy Day SP 

May 17 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

May 23/24 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP 

May 23 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

May 24 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

June 

Jun 14 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Jun 21 (Sat) OMSI Summer Solstice SP 

Jun 27/28 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP 

Jun 27 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Jun 28 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

July 

Jul 12 (Sat) OMSI Lunar Viewing SP 

Jul 18 (Fri) Haggart Public Night 

Jul 19 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP /  

RCA Summer Picnic 

Jul 25/26 (Fri-Sat) Trout Lake SP 

August 

Aug 12 (Sat) OMSI Perseid Meteor SP 

Aug 16 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Aug 19-24 Oregon Star Party 

Aug 29/30 (Fri/Sat) Mt. St. Helens SP 

September 

Sep 13 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Sep 19/20 (Fri-Sat) Camp Hancock 

Sep 20 (Sat) OMSI Autumnal Equinox SP 

Sep 25-27 (Thu-Sat) Indian Trail Spring SP 

Sep 26 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Sep 27 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

October 

Oct 08 (Sat) OMSI Total Lunar Eclipse SP 

Oct 18 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Oct 23 (Sat) OMSI Partial Solar Eclipse 

Oct 24/25 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP  

Oct 24 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Oct 25 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

November 

Nov 15 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Nov 21 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Nov 22 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

December 

Dec 13 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Dec 19 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Dec 20 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

RCA 2014 Star Party Calendar 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/calendar/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/forum/simple/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/index.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/index.htm


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ever before in the history of as-
tronomy has there been such a fan-
tastic selection of classic binocu-
lars.  Authentic  models  that  were  

once mass-produced now occupy the shelves 
and display cases of secondhand establish-
ments. All sizes and types are represented 
but the most common have single front lens 
openings of less than two inches. Pocket 
binoculars are defined as those with the 
smallest diameters, cumulatively restricted to 
between 15mm and 30mm in objective size.* 
Designed to fit into the palm of your hand, 
these little units are suitable for a wide range 
of outdoor leisure activities. 
    As perfect traveling companions, they 
offer quick and simple peeks of the overhead 

 
 
universe. Bird watchers love them for their 
lightweight handling, while seafarers on 
occasion use them for celestial navigation. 
Mountaineering, nature expeditions and 
watching sports events are a few other spe-
cialized uses. A variety of field, theater and 
sports glasses fall under this designation. 
    A huge percentage of the vast stocks 
available in today’s marketplace were manu-
factured in Japan. Company marks abound 
on this popular optical product, and may 
include works by such acknowledged busi-
ness masters as Fujinon, Canon, Kowa, Nip-
pon Kogaku, Miyauchi, Pentax, Vixen, 
Olympus, and Takahashi. Numerous solo 
industries  scattered  throughout  Japan  have      
  
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
also tried their hand at binocular assembly, 
though their merchandise is somewhat less 
common in overseas shops. 
    Germany has an especially long tradition 
of exporting super-quality binoculars. Carl 
Zeiss-Jena has been a reliable source of fine 
custom optics since 1846.   Others, like  
Steiner, Hensoldt, and Leitz have also 
churned out many different models and types 
of equipment. However, because of the trend   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

toward higher prices, these well-made 
units are often commercially exclusive. 
    Familiar American brands such as 
Swift, Tasco, and Bushnell have exten-
sive catalog placements, where entire 
pages are sometimes devoted to this 
single item. In the 1970 Tasco catalog, 
for instance, pocket glasses take center 
stage in the 40-page release. Priced be-
tween $2.95 and $39.95, potential cus-
tomers could choose from a varied se-
lection that had such cute model names 
as “Chic,” “Act One,” and “Mascot.”            
    Sears offered comparable merchan-
dise in its storewide catalogs. “Air-
guide” sport and utility binoculars are 
favored in these technical recollections.  

Their caravan of affordable domestic and 
imported binocular products promised   
“added thrills” and “downright low prices.” 
Each of their basic models has a soft leather 
carrying case and matching neck strap. 
    Besides the distributors’ name, every bin-
ocular sold is stamped with a unique set of 
numeric data. Obvious to any owner is the 
magnifying power and aperture. Expressed 
as 10 X 25 or similar, these two crucial 
numbers signify how close an object will 
appear and the relative brightness to expect. 
Almost always present is the linear value for 
the field of view. This number combination 
indicates in feet width the “angle spread” at 
1,000 yards. For example, a pocket glass 
marked with “393FT/1000YDS” implies that    

 
 

 

Pocket Binoculars 
Versatility is a key feature of these little optical favorites. 
By John W. Siple 

N 

Top: A compact pair of boxed 3 X 28 artisan 
binoculars by Traq makes the perfect gift. 

Above: Czechoslovakia is the source of these 
relatively rare 4 X 20mm Meopta glasses.  

Left: Tasco’s “Voyager” roof-prism model is 
quality go-anywhere pocket binocular. 
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*This is a broad definition. Overlap between the 
different classes of binoculars is common. Normal 
hand-held models usually begin with a 30mm 
size, equal to the pocket glass upper range limit. 

 

 



the field of vision at 1,000 yards is 393 feet. 
This range measurement may also have a 
degree value, such as 7.1°. 
    Serial numbers and international trade-
marks are automatically placed on the body 
of the binocular. The firm’s identifying sym-
bol is very distinctive and can take many 
elaborate forms. Company artists showed 
their talent by drawing loops, curls, and oth-
er figurative characters in miniature. Binocu-
lar insignia normally includes a dignified 
model name. Depending on the intended use, 
 

 
sales catalogs show a bevy of frivolous titles. 
Bushnell once had its representative “En-
sign” and “Broadfield” models, while the 
more uncommon vintage Leitz 8 X 20’s are 
called “Trinovids.” 
    There are only two prism styles in binocu-
lar construction. Internally, the reflecting 
element may be either of Porro or roof-prism 
design. The latter technical strategy has a 
straight-line optical system and must be 
perfectly aligned for top performance. Bin-
oculars that use Porro prisms are squatter in 
appearance. Those with fully coated BaK-4 
(barium crown) optical glass prisms are the 
best, while cheaper off-the-shelf models are 
supplied with lesser grade BK-7 (borosili-
cate) sets. 
    Focusing may also be done in two clearly 
separate ways. Center focusing (C.F.), which  
 

 is accomplished by turning a small wheel or 
dial between the eyepieces, is the most con-
venient. Individual focusing (I.F.) is more 
elaborate and requires hand adjustment of 
each divided ocular. Bushnell’s patented 
“Insta-Focus” mechanism is an ingenious 
off-shoot of center focusing. It works by 
pressing down on either side of a large rock-
er arm; images snap into focus quickly and 
conveniently. 
    Non-stop shopping opportunities exist for 
individuals wishing to acquire a pre-owned 
set of binoculars. A regional walk-through of 
thrift stores and other money conscious es-
tablishments has revealed a solid price range 
for older pocket glasses. Customers can ex-
pect to pay anywhere between $5 and $30 
for a used pair, irrespective of the point of 
manufacture. This monetary bracket includes 
some stunning models by select Japanese 
makers. One of the author’s favorite finds is 
the $14 white pair of Tasco “Binocolors” 
(shown below) that was made more recently 
in Hong Kong. 
    Secondhand stores have an obvious over-
supply of Tasco and Bushnell models. Un-
fortunately rare and very desirable glasses by 
Zeiss and other German makers were almost 
never seen; scouting upscale antique shops 
and online auctions are probably the best 
sources for finding these little beauties.  
    Estate sales are another matter entirely. 
Expect anything in the way of binoculars at 
these widely attended events. A serendipi-
tous stop at a professionally held sale gar-
nered a nice pair of Meopta pocket binocu-
lars for $10. Another visit resulted in the 
acquisition of an older pair of leather bound 
Turtle theater glasses. Comparable items are 
seen fairly regularly, and cash in at a surpris-
ingly low $15. Undoubtedly the best bargain 
was a like new in the box Traq “Compact-
28” sport glass. It was snapped up by the 
author for a paltry $4. 
    Guidebooks on the general principles and 
use of binoculars are available in a variety of 
formats. In the particular field of astronomy, 
articles written by Phil Harrington are wide-
ly  accepted  as  some  of  the  best.  Ad- 

vanced techniques for lunar 
observation are found in the 
tome Exploring the Moon 
Through Binoculars by 
Ernest H. Cherrington, Jr. 
One compelling book that 
also includes detailed tele-
scope tours was written by 
noted astronomical column-
ist Alan M. MacRobert. In 
his wonderful guide Star-
Hopping for Backyard As-
tronomers, he has excel-
lently organized chapters on 
binocular basics and high-
lights a number of appro-
priate deep-sky objects for 
each aperture class. 

 

 

 
 

    Drawing praise from all collectors is Dr. 
Henry Paul’s Binoculars and All-Purpose 
Telescopes. The author was a well-known 
telescope builder and binocular specialist 
during the 1960s and ’70s. The 1980 soft 
cover edition, revised by Greg Stone, con-
tains 96 pages of images plus many im-
portant charts and diagrams. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Pocket binoculars are cheap and ubiqui-
tous. Quite a few households have one or 
two pairs tucked away, ready for the next 
sporting or theatrical event. Popularity also 
runs high in nature study. The number of 
astronomical uses covers a broad swath too 
— nightly activities range from deep-space 
exploration, based on limited light grasp, to 
the local solar system, which involves zoom-
ing to the Moon and beyond. With a fine 
selection, new and old glasses have played a 
major role in furthering the enjoyment of 
stereoscopic viewing. Combining the virtues 
of low cost and versatility, these little optical 
gems are great to own. 

 

Clockwise from top right: A vintage “Turtle” 
theater glass by Shinko Seisakusho. Bushnell’s 
metal 6 X 25mm “Broadfield” binoculars are 
of especially solid construction. The durable 

Tasco 21mm model with its “triangle K” man-
ufacturers’ stamp has especially good optics 
and balance. The 7 X 25mm “Ensign” field 
glasses by Bushnell are also of great design, 

and carry the same proud trademark. All of the 
binocular photographs shown throughout this 

article are from the author. 
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rsa Major, the constellation of the 
Great Bear, is flush with distant 
galaxies. To stage a deep-sky ex-
ploration  one  might  consider  be- 

ginning at the Bowl of the Big Dipper, an 
easily identified naked-eye asterism of seven 
stars. This wide group contains a number of 
freewheeling galaxies plus one novel globe-
shaped planetary nebula. If you’re looking 
for a good challenge, the “Owl Nebula” is an 
ideal object to search out and study. 
    Messier’s famous watch list calls the 
round glow M97. Good fortune places it 
close to the 2nd-magnitude star Merak (β 
Ursae Majoris) at the southwestern corner of 
the Big Dipper’s Bowl. This is one of the 
constellation’s  familiar  Pointers,  which  di-   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
rect skywatchers to the north celestial pole 
and Polaris. A slight shift 2½° southeast 
from Merak centers the planetary nebula in a 
low power ocular. The expanding shell of 
gas shines at magnitude 9.9 and has a diame-
ter of 194", or just over four times the appar-
ent size of Jupiter at favorable opposition. 
    M97 is backed by considerable history. 
Shortly after its discovery on February 16, 
1781, Pierre Méchain reported his find to 
astronomical colleague Charles Messier. 
After confirming its location, the newfound 
object was honored as the 97th entry in his 
premium deep-sky catalog. It was later resur-
rected in Lord Rosse’s fantastical drawing 
from 1848, which gave rise to the now famil-
iar moniker. Less whimsical and more exact 
interpretations were made by 19th- and 20th-
century astronomers, who after review saw a 
plain structure of gaseous construction. 
    A silvery-gray surface with eminently pro-  
 

 

 nounced “eyes,” a halo of attractive field 
stars and a round fuzzy outline greets the 
potential observer. Applauding the visual 
process is the soft luminescence of M108, a 
cigar-shaped spiral galaxy that lies just 48'  
to the northwest. These two neighboring 
objects not only have conflicting shapes, but 
are also at radically different distances.  
    A symbolic approach to recording the 
Owl’s appearance is found in many pub-
lished sketches. For example, in the 1978 
hardcover edition of The Messier Album 
author John H. Mallas presents a slightly 
exaggerated but entirely plausible telescopic 
analysis. Although drawn using only a 4-
inch model Unitron, it closely parallels the 
view  through  much  larger  professional  in- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
struments. Modern day astronomical expert 
Stephen James O’Meara essentially mimics 
Mallas’ observation in The Messier Objects, 
this time using a Tele Vue Genesis refractor 
from the clear skies of Hawaii for the accu-
rate artwork. Each painting has properly 
placed adjacent oval patches and a gradual 
brightening at the nebula’s center, demon-
strating skill in telescope use. Other rendi-
tions show slightly more internal detail, but 
still look much like the photograph below by 
the NOAO team sans color.                                       
    The anticipated dark cavities can be 
somewhat of a disappointment in small tele-
scopes. Limited light grasp combined with 
lack of deep-sky know-how has caused 
many individuals to miss the opportunity to 
see the eye-like features. In such cases only a 
grayish bland disk has been reported. Dis-
cerning vague detail in low surface bright-
ness planetary nebulae can be difficult at 
times, even for experienced observers.  
    After examining the Owl, attention is 
often drawn to several nearby field stars. A 
12th-magnitude star that sits 2.5' to the 
north-northeast is especially obvious. A few 
other anonymous stars surround the ball-
shaped nebula, including one that is united 
with the blurry glow of an extremely remote 
17th-magnitude galaxy. A skeptical footnote 
about a missing star inside one the dusky 
eyes is recorded in the writings of Rosse. As 
he told it, the supposed star on the north-
western side of central bridge was seen in 
March of 1850. Five weeks later the tiny eye 
dot had mysteriously vanished, even though 
the telescope master pursued it “about forty 
times” during the next quarter of a century.  
     
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Fueling the Owl’s nebular glow is an evo-
lutionarily advanced star of high temperature 
and density. The original solar powerhouse 
has shed its outer layers, creating a thin shell 
of expelled gas approximately 3 light-years 
in diameter. (The intense greenish color so 
often seen in long exposure photographs is 
the result of doubly ionized oxygen. Hydro-
gen accounts for the peripheral ring of red-
dish light.) A feeble output of photons and 
veil of nebulous material plus a 2,000 light-
year distance has resulted in a difficult-to-
detect 16th-magnitude object. People have 
been known to catch glimpses of the star in 
minor telescopes, but a 12-inch reflector is 
normally needed to get a positive sighting.    
    In the distant realm of planetary nebulae, 
M97 (NGC 3587) ranks as one of the all-
time best. It is not difficult for amateurs to 
see — deep-sky patriarch Walter Scott Hou-
ston easily spied it through a pair of 15 X 65 
binoculars. The constellation Ursa Major 
rides high overhead in the polar sky of 
spring. Experience the magic of the Owl 
when facing north with your telescope!  

 

 

 

M97 — The Owl Nebula 
The Bowl of the Big Dipper displays a single 
deep-sky planetary of unusual character. 
By John W. Siple 
 

U 
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Above: The famous 1848 etching of the Owl 
Nebula by the 3rd Earl of Rosse.  

Below left: M97’s colorful glow is obvious in 
this fine image by Gary White / Verlenne 

Monroe / Adam Block / NOAO / AURA / NSF. 

The author’s own sketch of M97 as perceived 
through a 15-inch telescope. A First Quarter 
Moon was just setting when it was recorded 

after midnight on April 7, 2014.  
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The Observer’s Corner             Howard Banich                             

 

Seeing Deep  
Part III 
 

I presented a lot of information about dark adaptation, averted vision and how to get 

the most from them in the first two parts of this article. Not to mention observing com-

fort, snacking, sketching and breathing. It probably came across somewhat like de-

scribing how to juggle a chain saw, a bowling ball and an egg while standing on one 

leg, but fortunately seeing deep is easier to do than describe.  

 

In this third and final part I’m pulling everything together to illustrate how using the 

information previously discussed might look like when actually observing, and using a 

series of sketches to illustrate the power of well-used averted vision. This example 

portrays a relatively positive example to show why these skills are so widely used.  

 

However, it’s not meant to suggest that this works equally well on every object every 

time. The variables of sky quality, your experience and skill along with the size and 

quality of your equipment will always be important, as is selecting targets that are 

within your range.  

 

The example: M51 

Who wants a better view of M51, the Whirlpool Galaxy? Everyone, of course, which 

is one reason I’ve selected it for this imaginary observing session. The other reason is 

that you have a realistic chance of seeing more in this classic object regardless of what 

size scope you’re using by developing your observing skills.  

  

As famous as M51 is, it isn’t an easy object to see well from less than pristine skies, 

even with a large telescope. In this example we’re imagining that you’re observing 

from a place that would register about 20.0 to 21.0 with a Sky Quality Meter (SQM) 

and the faintest naked eye star might be around magnitude 5.5 to 6.0. In the Portland 

area, a place like Stub Stewart Park would fit the bill. Fairly dark, but the sky is still 

brightened somewhat by light pollution. 

 

In heavily light polluted skies M51 will always show less detail than you’d like it to, 

but that’s not to say that good observing techniques are wasted under any conditions. 

Given the same atmospheric conditions, you’ll always get more satisfying views from 

a darker location, which is why you’re willing to drive an hour or so to observe under 

a darker sky than your backyard offers. That doesn’t mean observing from home isn’t 

worthwhile, only that you have set your expectations accordingly. 

 

Putting it all together 

Let’s say you’ve practiced using averted vision techniques the last few times you’ve 

observed and feel like you’re starting to get the hang of how to use and preserve it. 

Let’s also say that you’re out on a decent, but not great night with a few of your ob-

serving buddies, your 12 inch scope is set up, complete with either a Dethloff Eyepiece 
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Shade (DES), observing hood or dark towel. You have plenty of warm clothes, snacks, something to drink, 

a notebook and an adjustable observing chair. And yes, you didn’t forget your eyepieces like last time – 

you’ll never do that again!  

 

You just measured how dark the sky is with your SQM and got a series of readings that average out to 

20.75 - about average for this spot. 

 

You’re ready to observe. 

 

You’ve been chatting with your buddies while setting up, and looking at a bright object like M5 and its 

Type II Cepheid’s while your eyes become dark adapted. But now it’s time to track down the number one 

object on your observing list tonight – M51, the iconic interacting galaxy pair in Canes Venatici. Finding 

M51 is fairly easy because of its location near the end of the Big Dipper’s handle, plus it shows up in your 

finder scope as a small fuzzy spot.  

 

Looking through the main scope, you center the surprisingly small, soft double glow in 

your low power eyepiece (somewhere in the 40x to 75x range) and see the two galactic 

cores, NGC’s 5194 and 5195. But where are the spiral arms? There’s a faint, round mist 

around one of the two galactic cores, which must be the spiral arms of NGC 5194.  

 

Your first thought is that this is about all you saw last year when you observed M51 for the first time. The 

sky is fairly transparent though, and it seems pretty dark so what the heck, you’ll keep observing and use 

your new averted vision and other observing techniques to find out just how much of M51 you really can 

see. You put a medium power eyepiece (somewhere in the 100x to 150x range) in the focuser, being care-

ful to not ruin your dark adaptation with your red flashlight, and then reach for the focuser….  

 

Rats, the eyepiece is now too far away to sit comfortably in your observing chair while looking through the 

eyepiece, so you quickly move it to enjoy the view for a good long look. “No need to give myself a sore 

back”. 

 

Going Deep 

Back at the eyepiece, and almost without thinking about it, you try averted vision and see… something 

more. Is that a bit of spiral arm? “Hey, this is cool!” you say softly to yourself, while continuing to look 

with averted vision. You also notice that holding M51 in your averted vision sweet spot takes effort be-

cause your gaze seems to wander all over the field of view. 

 

What’s this? It looks like there is more than one bit of the spiral arms 

visible now, plus there’s a faint star within the spiral arms that you 

hadn’t noticed at low power. The thought it be a supernova runs 

through your thoughts but conclude “I’ll have to check that online 

later.” Oddly, the spiral arms now look like a ring which reminds you 

of John Herschel’s sketch from the early 1800’s. 

 

Deeper 
You keep observing, breathing regularly, exhaling away from the 

eyepiece and decide to try a little more magnification (somewhere in 

the 190x to 250x range). And what the heck, you’ll start a sketch to 

see if it really does help pull out more detail. While changing the 

eyepiece you again keep your observing eye closed to help preserve 
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its dark adaptation. After refocusing, you 

automatically start observing with 

averted vision, and once you have M51 

in your sweet spot, you see the spiral 

arms don’t look like a ring after all, but 

have a definite spiral shape. 

 

But you wonder “am I seeing the spiral 

shape because I know it’s there? Would I 

have thought they were a ring like the 

Herschel’s if I hadn’t seen photos show-

ing the spiral arms?” After a moment’s 

pause you decide there’s no way to know 

now and begin your sketch. 

 

You start by plotting the locations of the 

two galactic cores in your notebook, go-

ing back and forth between the eyepiece 

and your sketch several times to make 

sure you’ve got them plotted fairly well 

in your notebook. It’s difficult to keep your observing eye closed while sketching, but you remind yourself 

that you’re trying to preserve as much of your dark adaptation as possible. It’s not easy but you keep at it. 

You also plot a nearby field star on your sketch. 

 

After getting the general layout of your sketch onto paper you take a couple of relaxing, deep breaths and 

place M51 in your averted vision sweet spot, and in a flash that’s as exciting as it was brief, you clearly see 

the two main spiral arms. A quick glance with direct vision makes the arms disappear, but that’s ok, 

averted vision brings them right back. You excitedly add them to your sketch. 

 

Deeper still... 

Then you slowly move your scope back and forth, utilizing the motion detecting ability of your dark 

adapted eyes, and see that the slowly moving view makes it slightly easier to see the spiral arms. You also 

notice that the arm extending toward NGC 5195, the smaller galaxy, seems to almost connect the two – the 

famous “bridge”. But you decide after careful examination that you’re not seeing the entire bridge, there’s 

a portion that’s a bit too faint to see. Plus, you’ve noticed that NGC 5195 has an elongated shape. “Hmm, 

looks like it points right at the core of the Whirlpool…” You’ve also noticed that the spiral arm that wraps 

between the cores of NGC 5194 and 5195 isn’t a smooth curve but bends at an nearly 90 degree angle.  

You add all this to your sketch, careful to protect your dark adaptation, and then note that a few more faint 

stars have become visible. You also notice that you need to adjust the proportions of the spiral arms to get 

them looking more like what you’re seeing in the eyepiece.  

 

Then you notice that you need to adjust your observing chair again and wonder “how long have I been ob-

serving to have to move my chair again?” While moving your chair you decide you’d rather look in the 

eyepiece rather than at your watch, and to also try more magnification to see if more power reveals addi-

tional details. But you quickly decide the more satisfying view is back at the previous magnification even 

though it was easier see the faint stars in and around M51 at the higher power.  
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After observing for what turns out to be 

another 15 minutes you notice that you’re 

not seeing as much as you had previously, 

and your eyes feel a little tired. “This must 

be what happens when the Visual Purple in 

my observing eye starts to bleach out” so 

you write a few notes to go with your 

sketch.  

 

At this point the thought of using an eye 

patch seems a lot more attractive and you 

add a final line in your notes to look into 

getting one before your next observing ses-

sion. “Got to be easier than keeping one 

eye closed…” 

 

Finished with your notes, you decide it’s 

time to celebrate your great observation 

with a snack and something to drink. Real-

izing you’re getting cold, you head for 

your car to get the extra layers of clothes 

and some hand warmers you brought along.   

 

Deep as you can go - for tonight.  

After zipping up your heavy coat and putting a handwarmer inside each glove, you take a last look at M51 

before moving on to your next object – and stop the presses, the connecting arm does seem to reach all the 

way to NGC 5195 now! Yes!  

 

Ah, but you can’t duplicate that instant impression of the seeing the entire bridge, even though it looked 

like it was there for a moment. Intrigued, you keep looking, hoping another moment of clarity will bring 

the complete bridge into view again, but no luck, at least not tonight. You wonder if your impression was 

an optical illusion, or if for just a moment you really did perceive the entire length of the bridge. There’s 

no way to know and decide you won’t count your one impression as a definite observation. But you’re 

pretty sure that in a darker sky you’d be able to see the entire bridge.  

Even so you just have to share this great view of M51 and you holler to your buddies “you guys just have 

to see M51 over here in my scope!”  

 

At least one guy can’t tear himself away from whatever he’s looking at, one won’t see as much as you have 

because he’ll look for only a minute or two through your scope, and the third will see everything you did 

and maybe a bit more - but then she’s been an observer for 30 years and always sees more than anyone 

else.  

At least one of them will then head back to their own scope to find out how much of M51 they can see with 

their own equipment. Whether they end up seeing as much as you have depends on all the same variables 

you’ve just dealt with, but regardless of what they see you’re satisfied not only with the awesome view 

you’ve just enjoyed but also with your increasingly powerful observing skills. Feeling energized, you 

move on to your next object and end up having a fabulous night of observing.  

 

The next day at home you look at your sketch and clean up the stray lines, erase a few smudges and tighten 

up the squiggles that were supposed to be stars. After scanning your final sketch you invert it using GIMP 
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or Photoshop so it looks more like what 

you saw last night through your scope. 

“Not bad!” you think, “maybe I’ll post 

it on Cloudy Nights later…” 

 

But before going online, you look up 

your M51 observations from last year 

and can barely believe how little you 

saw using the same scope from the 

same place. “How about that” you mut-

ter to yourself, “So that’s what Herschel 

meant by ‘ You must not expect to see 

at sight.” 

The Mass of Life 
By: G. E. Austin, RCA Student Member 

 

The Higgs Boson, first theorized in 1964, is the evasive particle of the century and a fundamental component to our existence. 
Though Peter Higgs, Francois Englert and others predicted its existence in 1964, scientists did not receive their first glimpse of 
this long-sought particle until 2012.  Scientists world-wide worked together to operate the 17 mile long Large Hadron (particle) 
Collider (LHC) at CERN, the world’s largest particle physics laboratory, that staged this fateful glimpse.  On July 4, 2012, 
scientists observed unknown particles in the collider believed to be the Higgs Boson.  When the particles were confirmed to be 
the Higgs Boson in March 2013, the world burst into applause. 
One reason the Higgs Boson eluded scientists for so many decades is that it decays in a matter of milliseconds before scientists 
are able to identify it.  Often, it decays into quarks (fundamental particles that make up all basic particles such as protons, 
neutrons, and electrons).  Quarks are commonly found in the LHC so when a Higgs Boson decays into quarks, the particles are 
lost in a sea of identical quarks.  It’s like trying to distinguish one candle from another on the birthday cake of the Methu selah 
bristle cone pine tree (almost 4800 years old!).  It’s impossible to tell one candle from another. 
Thankfully, the boson decays into other particles as well.  One in one thousand times, the Higgs decays into two photons.  
Photons are different from quarks in that they have differing energy levels from each other.  In the LHC, the photons emitted 
have different energy levels from other sources of the same kind.  The Higgs’ photons protruded off this curve thus making it  
possible for scientists to identify these photons as the products of the Higgs Boson decay. 
Much like a photon is a carrier of light for the electromagnetic field, the Higgs Boson carries the Higgs Field to other particles.  
The Higgs Field works to exaggerate the mass of particles, allowing them to slow enough to combine with other particles and 
form more complicated structures such as atoms, molecules, cells, stars and even human beings.  The field acts as the glue of 
the cosmos.  Let’s say we have an endless number of little pieces of paper sliding on a sheet of cardboard in a kindergarten art 
class.  There is nothing to stop the pieces from sliding around.  Only when the teacher adds glue do the pieces of paper stay in a 
fixed spot creating an image of a star or a human being. The same applies to the universe.  Without the Higgs Field, the universe 
would be a jumbled mess of particles, endlessly floating without the ability to assemble and create actual stars and human 
beings.   
While we know more about the Higgs Boson, Higgs Field, our universe and even ourselves with this discovery, unanswered 
questions remain.  Each breakthrough leads to more questions and the pursuit for knowledge continues.  
 

[Editor’s Note:  This essay was recently entered in competition for the 2014 Astronomical League Horkheimer/O’Meara Youth 

Journalism Award.] 



May 2014 

May 02 Friday Downtowner’s Luncheon  McMenamin’s 1504 NE Broadway, PDX Noon 

May 05 Monday Board Meeting OMSI Classroom 1 7pm 

May 10 Saturday OMSI Public Star Party Rooster Rock and Stub Stewart State Parks Dusk 

May 14 Wednesday Astro-Imaging SIG Oak Hills Church, 2800 NW 153rd Ave,  Beaverton 7pm 

May 17 Saturday Telescope Workshop Technical Marine Service Building 10am-3pm 

May 17 Saturday Haggart Public Night Haggart Observatory Dusk 

May 19 Monday New Members SIG OMSI Planetarium 6:30pm 

May 19 Monday General Meeting OMSI Planetarium 7:30pm 

May 21 Wednesday Cosmology SIG Firlands Community Room 7pm 

May 23 Friday Rooster Rock Star Party Rooster Rock State Park Dusk 

May 23-May 25 Fri-Sun Maupin Star Party Wapinita Airstrip near Maupin OR Evening 

May 24 Saturday Stub Stewart Star Party Stub Stewart State Park Dusk 

 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org 

Rose City Astronomers 

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry 

1945 SE Water Ave 

Portland, OR 97214-3356 

June 2014 

Jun 02 Monday Board Meeting OMSI Classroom 1 7pm 

Jun 06 Friday Downtowner’s Luncheon  McMenamin’s 1504 NE Broadway, PDX Noon 

Jun 11 Wednesday Astro-Imaging SIG Oak Hills Church, 2800 NW 153rd Ave,  Beaverton 7pm 

Jun 14 Saturday Telescope Workshop Technical Marine Service Building 10am-3pm 

Jun 14 Saturday Haggart Public Night Haggart Observatory Dusk 

Jun 16 Monday General Meeting OMSI Auditorium 7:30pm 

Jun 18 Wednesday Cosmology SIG Firlands Community Room 7pm 

Jun 21 Saturday OMSI Summer Solstice SP Stub Stewart and Rooster Rock State Parks Dusk 

Jun 27 Friday Rooster Rock Star Party Rooster Rock State Park Dusk 

Jun 27-29 Fri-Sun Maupin Star Party Wapinita Airstrip near Maupin OR Evening 

Jun  28 Sat Stub Stewart Star Party Stub Stewart State Park Dusk 
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